INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHIMERA 9055 RING
For up to four Arrilite 650/800/1000

CAUTION: SCRIMS OR SAFETY SCREENS MUST BE USED WITH THIS LIGHT FIXTURE/SPEED RING COMBINATION.

NOTE: When shooting, it is highly recommended to keep the back flaps of the Lightbank open for maximum ventilation. Be aware of the light fixtures limitations if you angle the lightsource straight down.

Mounting Instructions:

Mount the Arrilites one at a time starting at the bottom right (as you face the front of the light) going in a clockwise pattern. The Arrilite yokes need to be tilted in a 2 o’clock - 8 o’clock angle to make room for the yoke tightening knobs (see photo below). This will also keep the bulbs in a nearly horizontal alignment.

Parts List:

1 - 90151000 15.5" 10/20 frame
1 - 90113000 Grip Head Bracket
2 - 90512001 Arrilite Brackets
2 - 90115000 10-24 x 5/8" screw
8 - 90115100 10-24 x 1/2" screw
1 - 37501000 2.5" griphead*

*For use with a 4.5” grip head the optional Chimera 4.5” grip head adapter #3725 can also be used.

THIS SPEED RING FITS BOTH DAYLITE AND QUARTZ LIGHTBANKS